PHOTOGRAPHS:

PLATE: 1
- KUTCHA HOUSE: WITH UNCLEANED UNTENSILS
- KUKURBEDA : SEMI PUCCA HOUSE WITH TEMPORARY BATHROOM

PLATE: 2
- KRISHNA NAGAR SLUM :GARBAGE ACCUMULATION AT THE POND SIDE
- GEETA NAGAR SLUM: WOMAN WASHING CLOTHES NEAR OPEN DRAINAGE

PLATE: 3
- GANDA WOMAN: ADVANCED PREGNANCY
- GANDA PREGNANT WOMAN: SWOLLEN FEET

PLATE: 4
- NEW BORN BABY: CUT PLACENTA WITH TURMERIC PASTE APPLICATION
- GANDA MOTHER: FEEDING COLOSTRUM TO NEW BORN

PLATE: 5
- KAVAL SPOTS AND THREADS AROUND NECK & WRIST: TO KEEP AWAY EVIL FORCES
- ONE AND HALF YEAR BOY WITH POT BELLY

PLATE: 6
- FIVE MONTHS BABY BEING WEIGHED
- NINE MONTHS BABY WHILE TAKING SKINFOLD READING

PLATE: 7
- ONE AND HALF YEAR BOY: POLIO INFECTED
- ONE AND HALF YEAR BOY: SKIN BOWL ON FOREHEAD

PLATE: 8
- GANDA WOMAN: UN-TRAINED MID-WIFE
- GRADUATE GANDA WOMAN: POSSESSING IMMUNIZATION CARD